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Abstract: The USDA Forest Service's Forest Inventoty and Analysis (FIA) and the Natural Resource Conservation
Service's State Soil Geographic (STATSGO) data bases provide valuable natural resource data that can be analyzed
at the national scale. When coupled with other data (e.g., climate), these data bases can provide insights into factors
associated with current and future ranges of tree species. However, a significant amount of data distillation is
needed prior to such analyses. This paper describes the data base and geographic information system (GIs)
processing involved with preparing the data for global change research in the eastern United States.

INTRODUCTION
To better understand the potential impacts of climate change on tree-species distributions (i.e., migration potentials),
t ranges. Then, projections of future ranges can be
one must first understand the factors associated with c u ~ m tree
made assuming there are no barriers to migration. Finally, more realistic projections of migration can be modeled
with proper attention to habitat and biological restrictions to migration. This paper reports on initial efforts in this
overall project.
For purposes of coarse resolution analysis at the national scale, especially in the eastern United States, a county level
of resolution seems appropriate. There are 3,048 counties across 37 states east of the 100th meridian. This level of
detail allows several advantages over finer (e.g., individual plots 01-soil series) or coarser (e.g., ecoregions) levels of
detail: (1) the data set is manageable in size and co~nputingpower, yet of sufficient detail for adequate sample sizes,
(2) data are more readily available, as many agencies report data at the county level, and (3) precise spatial colocation of forest inventory plots and ancillaly information is not necessary with a county level of resolution.
However, any averaging of forest or soil information to the county will lose info~mation,especially in counties with
highly heterogeneous habitats. Nonetheless, given the advantages of such a level of analysis, a procedure to
recalculate data to the county reporting unit was needcd. 'This paper describes the PI-ocedureswe used for two
national-level data bases: the USDA Forest Service's Forest Invento~yand Analysis (FIA) and the Natural
Resources Conservation Sel-vice's State Soil Geographic data bases.
For both data sets, we used ArcflnfoAML and UNIX shell programming (especially 'awk' and 'sed') running on a
workstation. We developed a series of macro programs that did the desired operations on one state's data at a time.
Nearly two gigabytes of data storage were needed to store and process the information for U.S. land east of the 100th
meridian.

FOREST INVENTORY AN) ANALYSIS DATA BASE
The USDA Forest Service has a mandate to periodically deteimine the extent, condition, and volume of timber,
growth, and removals of the nation's forest land. The six Forest Service FIA units conduct periodic regional surveys.
Four FIA units produced a data base of standard fonnat called the Eastwide Data Base (EWDB) for the 37 states
from North Dakota to Texas and east. These data are stored in three record types as described in their user's guide
(Hansen et al. 1992): county data, plot data, and tree data. These 500 megabytes of 'raw' data were summarized into
the desired county-level info~mationneeded for o~irglobal change research.
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Extraction of individual tree-species infon~~ation
The first step summarized the information for individual forested plots. Tree records represented observations of
seedlings, saplings, and overstory trees. Tree species, tree status, and diameter at breast height were combined with
information on plot size to compute a single summary record for each plot. The record contained the following
information for each species that occu17-edin the state: number of understory trees/acre, understory basal areafacre,
number of overstory trees/acre, and oversto~ybasal arealacre. This infolmation provided the next step in the FIA
data summary.
Importance value calculation by species
Once the number of stems and basal area were available for each species (overstory vs. understory) for each plot, the
relative importance of each species could be evaluated. Several importance values were calculated depending on the
choice of variables considered (i.e., overstory vs. understory, basal area vs. number of stems). The overall
importance value (IV) can be described as

where x is a particular species on a plot, BA is basal area, and NS is number of stems for both overstory and
understory trees. On monotypic stands, the IV would reach the maximum of 200.
Mapping by plot
Importance values for any species could then be mapped by plot assuming that specific locations of the plots were
available. Plot locations are truncated to 100 seconds (roughly 1000 m at this latitude) in the EWDB to protect the
precise location of the long-term remeasurement plots. Under special all-angement with the FIA units, we obtained
plot locations for Ohio, Kentucky, Illinois, and Indiana, our region of special interest for more detailed analysis. A
method was devised by which importance values were divided into car-telist, with different symbols used for each
cartel. Therefore, a quick visual inspection of the maps could determine where the species was found and how
extensive it was relative to the other trees in the plots.
Aggregation and mapping at county level
To aggregate plot-level information to the county lc\~el.no (;IS 131-ocessingwas necessary until final mapping since
each plot has a county code associated with it. A\lrrage rmpor-tance values were calculated for all forested plots, by
species and by county. These values were associated with a county coverage of the United States (SRI 1992) for
mapping into density slices of IV (Fig. I a). With these Inaps, biogeographical characteristics (such as absolute and
optimum range) of the species can be visualized. Cun-cnt research involves statistical analysis of the range relative
to other variables and a better characta-ization of eastc~nforest tsee species.

STATE SOIL GEOGIWI-IIC DATA BASE
The State Soil Geogsaphic Data Base (STATSGO) was developed by the USDA Soil Conservation Service (now
Natural Resource Conservation Service) to help achieve their mandate to collect, store, maintain, and distribute soilsurvey information for U.S. lands. STATSGO data recently became available for the entire nation on CD; it
contains physical and chemical soil properties for about 18,000 soil series recognized in the nation (Soil
Conservation Service 1991). STATSGO maps were compiled by generalizing more detailed soil-survey maps into
soil associations in a scale (1 : C) more appropriate for regional analysis. Detailed, digital soil-survey maps are
available only for scattered poi-tions of the countly and requirenlents for data storage would be enonnous. Therefore,
STATSGO data cuirently are one of the best sources ofinfo~mationon the edifice landscape pattern and structure
for the nation. However, the nature of the data dictates a sizable amount of preprocessing is necessary before maps
of particular attributes can be produced on a national scale.
Attribute selection
STATSGO's user's guide (Soil Conselvation Selvice, 1991) details the data structure and the myriad of files and
variables contained within. For purposes of global change research, we selected 14 variables related to tree species
habitat: pH, available water capacity, organic nlattcr, pelmeability, bulk density, salinity, cation exchange capacity,
depth to bedrock, T factor, K factor, slope, and sevesal varial~lesI-elatedto texture (e.g., percent clay, percent
fragments > 3 inches, percent volume of soil tlojving through screens with meshes of various sizes).
Weighted averaging by depth, soil-series composition, and county
Except for depth to bedrock, T factor, K factor, slope, and organic matter, each variable had estimates in STATSGO
by individual layer in the horizon. A weighted average, based on the thickness of each layer to a depth of 60 inches
(152 cm) or the depth to bedr-ock, was calculated Sol-each soil series. A second weighted average was calculated for
the horizontal dimension based on the percent composition of each soil series within each soil association. Since
mapping units were associations, maps of any of the estl-actedvariables could then be made at the association level.
Finally, a third weighted average was calculated to estimate attl-ihutesby county. The propostion of each soil
association within each county (an intersection ol'countv coverage with STATSGO associations) was multiplied by
the attribute weighted average for each association and sumnled for the county. Again, the county weighted
averages can be mapped for any val-iable,as eselnplilied hy available water capacity for the eastern United States
(Fig. Ib).

The two data bases described here providc \raluablc rusou~-cesfor natural resoul-ce evaluation and environmental
assessment, including modcling impacts of potcntlal cllmate change, at a regional level. Both data sets are only
recently available in standard fo~nlatfor such a la]-geportlon of the countly. Because of limitations in spatial
accuracy, computer po\irer, and data storagc, a county-le\.el analysis seems appropriate for revealing relationships
between these data sets and others such as climate, t.lc\'ation,or land use. At this scale, one can look a level up to
understand contest and a le\rel down to undcrstand 131-ocessThus, the effoit described here was necessary to get the
data in a foim useful for such analyses. 'Tablc 1 summarizes some infamation contained within the data bases, by
state.

Table 1. Summary of selected FIA and STATSGO data by state. Column abbreviations include number of forested
and total plots in the FIA data base, percent forest (from Powell et al. 1993), number of tree species recorded in FIA
data, number of soil associations in STATSGO data, number of counties, and the date of the forest inventory in the
FIA data base.

Future effoits entail building and enhancing data bascs on elevation, climate and land use for the eastern United
States, and conducting statistical analysls (e.g., I-egression,dccislon-tree, and correspondence analysis) designed to
better understand the cui-rent distribution of eastcln trees. Then, predictions of range changes can be made (under
ideal conditions of seed source availability and hub1t at availability) follo\ving a climate change. Finally, models
under development will help dcteimine how well qxcies can migrate under the real situation of fragmented habitats.
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